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Ute Behrend | Cars and Cows

By the roadside of the American Dream ...
With Cars and Cows, Ute Behrend presents us with her subtle observations  
on the myth of progress of the American Dream and the fragility of our era –  
a poetic look beyond the roadside!

Just as the American Dream is coming of age and gradually deteriorating, Ute Behrend‘s photo
graphs bring together two outdated models reminiscent of the good old days in the United 
States: American Classic Cars and old Breeds of Cattle.

On her travels through the USA, the Colognebased photographer repeatedly noticed Chevro
lets, Cadillacs and other Classic American cars  some lovingly maintained, others left to rot on 
the side of the road by themselves. At the same time, she kept looking into the attentive eyes 
of longhorns and other cattle.  These have more in common with the motorized witnesses 
of the American Dream than you might imagine: both are registered and numbered, emit an 
inappropriate amount of climatedamaging gases, CO2 and methane, pollute the environment 
and are symbols of an era that revelled in abundance and celebrated symbols of its wealth.  
Ute Behrend‘s empathetic gaze allows for a certain nostalgia without slipping into the kitschy.
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Image titles
1 _ Pontiac Firebird & Texas Longhorn with black markings around the eyes
2 _ Cadillac Fleetwood stretch limousine & Two Black Angus cows
3 _ White Charolais calf & White Chevrolet El Camino 1966 with tires in front of the radiator
4 _ A black Lincoln and a white Lincoln Towncar in front of a grain silo
5 _ Texas Longhorn calf

About BUMMBUMM BOOKS
BUMMBUMM BOOKS is yet new in the publishing landscape and has set itself the ambitious goal 
of reclaiming the poetic space – be it in the form of photo books such as this one by coeditor Ute 
Behrend, fine art prints or freedom books dedicated to the very personal concepts of freedom. A 
sharp eye, current topics of dispute, carefull design and outstanding print quality characterize the 
ambitious program of the Colognebased publisher Florian v. Wissel.
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Further information on the artist:: 

www.utebehrend.de

Press Images in print quality up to a width of 16 cm can be accessed at: 

https://bummbummbooks.de/presse.html

(for a higher resolution please do not hesitate to contact us).  

As part of a review, the cover and up to three photographs from the book are approved for reproduction, 

provided the copyright notice is quoted.
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